of an intrinsic angular momentum; so that it may constitute a possible alternative to string theory in order to account for the internal degrees of freedom of the microsystems.
Relativity (5) ). 4 In particular, the M-theory and the Loop Quantum Gravity (as in its version with semiclassical spin-network structure of spacetime) (6) lead even to a discrete space-time, in which a fundamental time-scale (or, equivalently, a mass-energy scale) naturally arises, besides h − and c. It is known, and we shall see it again below, that the time-discretization implies for an elementary object an "internal" motion associated with microscopic space distances: so that one can expect for such an elementary particle an extended-like, rather than a pointlike, structure. This is a good since, indeed, even the classical theory of a pointlike charged particle leads to obvious divergencies, only seemengly overcome by the renormalization tecniques (indeed, in QED the infinities do actually persist). Moreover, a fundamental length is known to be directly linked to the existence of the energy cut-off needed for avoiding the so-called ultraviolet catastrophes in any quantum field theories.
One of the first, and simplest, theories which assumed a priori a minimum time interval was Caldirola's theory of the electron, (7) based on the existence of an elementary proper-time duration: the so-called chronon.
Such a finite difference theory possesses rather good characteristics: for instance, it succeeds-already at the classical level-in forwarding a solution for the motion of a particle endowed with a non-negligible charge in an external electromagnetic field, overcoming all the known difficulties met by Abraham-Lorentz's and Dirac's approaches (and even allowing a clear answer to the question whether a free falling charged particle does or does not emit radiation); while-at the quantum level-it yields a remarkable mass spectrum for leptons.
ABOUT THE "CHRONON" THEORY
Let us recall that Caldirola's theory seems, moreover, to explain the origin of the "classical (Schwinger's) part," eh − /2mc · α/2π = e 3 /4πmc 2 , of the anomalous magnetic momentum of the electron.
In the classical version of his theory, however, Caldirola excluded a priori the existence of spin contributions in his chronon approach. In contrast, we are going to demonstrate the rising, even within the classical chronon theory, of an intrinsic angular momentum. 4 In the first of ref. 5 it is stated that "the special role of the time coordinate in the structure of k-Minkowski spacetime forces one to introduce an element of discretization in the time direction: the time derivative of time-to-the-right-ordered functions is indeed standard (just like the x-derivative of time-to-the-right-ordered functions is standard), but it is a standard λ-discretized derivative (whereas the x-derivative of time-tothe-right-ordered functions is a standard continuous derivative)."
First of all, let us describe, by starting, e.g., from ref. 7, how the chronon theory allows overcoming-as we were saying-well-known problems like the so-called "pre-accelerations" and "run-away solutions" of the Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac equation for the electron, and furnishing a clear solution to the ambiguities associated with the "hyperbolic motion."
If ρ is the charge density of a particle on which an external electromagnetic field acts, the famous Lorentz's force law
is valid only when the particle charge q is negligible with respect to the external field sources. Otherwise, the classical problem of the motion of a (non-negligible) charge in an electromagnetic field is still an open question. (8) For instance, after the known attempts by Abraham and Lorentz, ref. 9 obtained and proposed his famous classical equation
where µ is the Abraham 4-vector
that is, the (Abraham) reaction force acting on the electron itself; and F µ is the 4-vector which represents the external field acting on the particle:
At the non-relativistic limit, Dirac's equation goes formally into the one previously obtained by Abraham-Lorentz:
The last equation shows that the reaction force equals 2 3 (2) is known to present, however, many troubles, related with the infinite many non-physical solutions that it possesses. Actually, it is a third-order differential equation, requiring three initial conditions for singling out a solutions of its. In the description of a free electron, e.g., it yields "self-accelerating" solutions (run-away solutions), for which velocity and acceleration increase spontaneously and indefinitely. Moreover, for an electron submitted to an electromagnetic pulse, further non-physical solutions appear, related this time to pre-accelerations: If the electron comes from infinity with a uniform velocity v 0 and, at a certain instant of time t 0 , it will be submitted to an electromagnetic pulse, then it starts accelerating before t 0 . Drawbacks like these motivated further attempts to find out a coherent (not pointlike) model for the classical electron.
Considering elementary particles as points is probably the sin plaguing modern physics (a plague that, unsolved in classical physics, was transferred to quantum physics). One of the simplest way for associating a discreteness with elementary particles (let us consider, initially, an electron) is just by the introduction (not of a "time-lattice," but merely, following (7) ) of a chronon. We are going to see that, like Dirac's, Caldirola's approach is also Lorentz invariant ("continuity," in fact, is not an assumption required by Lorentz invariance). Let us postulate the existence of a universal interval τ 0 of proper time, even if time flows continuously as in the ordinary theories. When an external force acts on the electron, however, the reaction of the particle to the applied force is not continuous: the value of the electron velocity u µ is supposed to jump from u µ (τ − τ 0 ) to u µ (τ ) only at certain positions s n along its world line; these "discrete positions" being such that the electron takes a time τ 0 for traveling from one position s n−1 to the next one s n . The electron, in principle, is still considered as pointlike, but the Dirac relativistic equations for the classical radiating electron are replaced: (i) by a corresponding finite-difference (retarded) equation in the velocity u µ (τ )
which reduces to the Dirac Eq. (2) when τ 0 is small w.r.t. τ ; and (ii) by a second equation [the transmission law] , connecting this time the discrete positions x µ (τ ) along the world line of the particle among themselves:
which is valid inside each discrete interval τ 0 and describes the internal motion of the electron. In such equations, u µ (τ ) is the ordinary 4-vector velocity, satisfying the condition u µ (τ )u µ (τ ) = −c 2 for τ = nτ 0 , where 
ke 2 m 0 c 3 6.266 × 10 −24 s depending, therefore, on the particle (internal) properties (namely, on its charge e and rest mass m 0 ). Things would become different when considering, e.g., an electron interacting with a macroscopic object, like in the measurement processes. (10) As a result, the electron happens to appear eventually as an extendedlike (11) particle, with internal structure, rather than as a pointlike object. For instance, one may imagine that the particle does not react instantaneously to the action of an external force because of its finite extension (the numerical value of the chronon, in the above case, is just of order of the time spent by light to travel along an electron classical diameter). As already mentioned, Eq. (6) describes the motion of an object that happens to be pointlike only at discrete positions s n along its trajectory; even if both position and velocity are still continuous and well-behaved functions of the parameter τ , since they are differentiable functions of τ . It is essential to notice that a discrete character is given in this way to the electron without any need of a "model" for the electron. Actually it is well-known that many difficulties are met not only by the strictly pointlike models, but also by the extended-type particle models ("spheres," "tops," "gyroscopes," etc.,). We deem the answer to stay with a third type of models, the extended-like ones, as the present approach; or as the (related) theories in which the center of the pointlike charge is spatially distinct from the particle center-of-mass. (11) Let us repeat, anyway, that also the worst troubles met in quantum field theory, like the presence of divergencies, are probably due to the pointlike character still attributed to (spinning) particles; since, as we already remarked, the problem of a suitable model for elementary particles was brought, unsolved, from classical to quantum physics. One might consider that problem to be one of the most important even in modern particle physics.
Equation (6) and the following one provide, together, a full description of the motion of the electron; and they result to be free from pre-accelerations, self-accelerating solutions, and problems with the hyperbolic motion.
In the non-relativistic limit the previous (retarded) equations get simplified, into the form
The important point is that Eq. (6), or Eq. (7), bypass the difficulties met by the Dirac classical equation. In fact, the electron macroscopic motion gets now completely determined, once velocity and initial position, only, are given. The explicit solutions to the above relativistic equations for the radiating electron-or to the corresponding non-relativistic equationssolve, indeed, the following questions: (A) case of exact relativistic solutions: (1) free electron motion; (2) electron under the action of an electromagnetic pulse; (3) hyperbolic motion;
(B) case of non-relativistic approximate solutions: (4) electron under the action of time-dependent forces; (5) electron in a constant, uniform magnetic field; (6) electron moving along a straight line under the action of an elastic restoring force.
An explicit study of the electron radiation properties, as deduced from the finite-difference relativistic Eq. (6), and their series expansions, has been carried out by us in ref. 12 , showing in detail the advantages of the present formalism w.r.t. the Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac one.
Three Alternative Formulations
Two more (alternative) formulations are possible of Caldirola's equations, based on different discretization procedures. In fact, Eqs. (6) and (7) describe an intrinsically radiating particle. And, by expanding Eq. (6) in terms of τ 0 , a radiation reaction term appears: those equations may be called the retarded form of the electron equations of the motion.
On the contrary, by rewriting the finite-difference equations in the form
one gets the advanced formulation of the electron theory, since the motion is now determined by advanced actions. At variance with the retarded formulation, the advanced one describes an electron which absorbs energy from the external world. Finally, by adding together retarded and advanced actions, one can write down the symmetric formulation of the electron theory:
which does not include any radiation reactions, and describes a non-radiating electron. Before ending our introduction to the classical chronon theory, let us mention at least one more result derivable from it. If one considers a free particle and look for the "internal solutions" of Eq. (7 ), one gets-for a periodical solution of the typė
(which describes a uniform circular motion) and by imposing the kinetic energy of the internal rotational motion to equal the intrinsic energy m 0 c 2 of the particle-that the amplitude of the oscillations is given by β 2 0 = 3 4 . Thus, the magnetic moment corresponding to this motion is exactly the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron, obtained in a purely classical context: µ a = 1 4π e 3 m 0 c 2 . This shows, by the way, that the anomalous magnetic moment is an intrinsically classical, and not quantum, result; and the absence of h − in the last expression seems a confirmation of this fact.
As to the three interesting formulations that can be analogously constructed in the quantum version of the chronon approach, let us here confine ourselves at quoting. (10, 12) 
SPIN IN CLASSICAL MECHANICS
In some recent papers of ours, (11) it was proposed a classical symplectic theory for extended-like 5 particles, accounting for spin and Zitterbewegung. In particular, in ref. 15 , the classical motion of spinning 5 As already mentioned, the term extended-like refers in our language to spinning systems which, even if not "materially" extended, nevertheless are something half-way between a point and a rotating body (as, e.g., a top). In fact, let us repeat, in our approaches the center of mass and the center of charge are distinct points, so that velocity and momentum are not parallel vectors, and one meets an internal microscopic motion (the so-called Zitterbewegung (13, 14) ) besides the external one.
particles has been described without recourse to any particular models or formalisms (for instance, without any need of Grassmann variables, Clifford algebras, or classical spinors), but simply by generalizing the standard spinless theory. It was only assumed invariance with respect to the Poincaré group, and, from the conservation of the linear and angular momenta, we derived the Zitterbewegung and the other kinematical properties and motion constraints. 
where the notation (n) indicates the nth derivative with respect to τ and the k N n are scalar coefficients (endowed with alternate signs). The Euler-Lagrange equation of the motion
yields a constant-coefficient Nth-order differential equation, which can be regarded as a generalization of Newton law (F µ = Ma µ ), in which nonnewtonian Zitterbewegung terms appear:
where we have put here F = 0 since we assumed U = 0. Incidentally, alternate signs for the coefficients of the terms appearing in the Lagrangian are requested if we want stationary solutions and finite oscillatory motions only. The zeroth-order canonical momentum
conjugate to x µ , writes:
By imposing the symmetry of the Lagrangian under 4-rotations, one gets the conservation of the total angular momentum, which results to be composed of the usual orbital angular momentum tensor and of a classical spin tensor, defined by employing classical kinematical quantities only. Indeed, via the Noether theorem, the spin tensor and the spin vector can be written as follows:
respectively.
As an example let us take N = 4. One has
The spin is
thus, after differentiating and simplifying, we obtain (17) as expected. 6 The hamiltonian representation of the theory is obtained by introducing, besides the (constant) zeroth-order momentum p µ [0] given by Eq. (13), the other (non-constant) lth-order momenta p 6 From the conservation of the total angular momentum j , the sum of the orbital and spin angular momentum, that is, from relatioṅ
we actually get, by taking into account also the momentum conservation,ṗ = 0, that
[a definition which includes also the l = 0 case, Eq. (13)]. On employing the high-order momenta, the spin vector (15) can be put in the canonical form
analogous to that of the orbital angular momentum, l = x × p [0] . The conserved scalar Hamiltonian, obtained by imposing the τ -reparametrization invariance of the Lagrangian, is
It can be also shown that a couple of Hamilton equationṡ
holds for any couple of canonical variables l] , and that the set of the Hamilton equations is globally equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange Eq. (12) . The Poisson brackets are here defined as follows
while the time evolution of a generic quantity is given bẏ
The action S = L dτ can be written in the characteristic form
from which one has:
SPIN AND HAMILTONIAN IN CHRONON THEORY
In the symmetric formulation of the chronon theory, Caldirola's Lagrangian (16) writes (in the case of free particles) as
It does coincide, therefore, with the infinite-order (N → ∞) non-newtonian Lagrangian (10), provided that one assumes
We can say that such a symmetric chronon theory can be regarded just as a particular case of NNM, entailing a periodic motion, endowed a priori with all the infinite harmonics of the ground frequency ω 0 = 2π/2τ 0 = π/τ 0 . We shall prove that, in the absence of external fields, the (total) velocity v µ can be expressed by a generic periodic function expanded in Fourier series (in the following, E µ m and H µ m are arbitrary constant spacelike 4-vectors fixing the "internal" initial conditions, whilst p µ fixes the "external" one (11, 14, 15, 17) 
Let us recall that the most general representations of the Lorentz group imply that the space-time rotation operator J µν is (already classically) decomposed into an orbital part and a spin part, J µν = L µν + S µν . Incidentally, the phase-space doubles, and the 4-rotations parameters are 6 + 6 = 12. As a consequence, the motion consists in two parts, the translational (external, newtonian) and the rotational (internal) term; and correspondingly the total velocity v consists in the two parts v = w + V . The former, i.e., the drift velocity w ≡ p µ /M, corresponds to the center-of-mass motion, namely to the average motion of the considered particle; by definition, since p 2 = M 2 , one gets that as usual w 2 = 1. One meets only subluminal speeds for such an external speed, which expresses the 4-momentum propagation speed, and is the only one till now experimentally observed. The latter, V = ∞ m=1 E µ m cos(mω 0 τ )+H µ m sin(mω 0 τ ), is directly linked to the discrete time approach, and simultaneously happens to describe the spin motion.
Notice that, on condition that the time parameter be just the time referred to the center-of-mass frame, the total 4-velocity squared v 2 turns out to be not constrained to 1, not only in the present theory, but also in many other recent works describing spinning "rigid" particles (18) (19) (20) where the the classical action contains additional terms dependent on the socalled "extrinsic curvature" (that is, on the 4-acceleration squared). 8 Let us also recall that the kinematical explicit derivation of the spin vector from a classical Lagrangian, presented in this paper for the first time within a discrete-time theory, is a very recent result obtained by us and very few others. (11, 15, (18) (19) (20) The previous authors engaged with the chronon approaches (see, e.g., ref. 16) did not notice the natural emergence of spin from time discreteness.
The solution (27) satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation for Lagrangian (26), that is, to say
as well as the (relativistic and non-relativistic) Caldirola equations in the non-symmetrical (advanced or retarded) formulations, in the absence of electromagnetic fields. This can be easily proved as follows. Solution (27) is periodic with period 2τ 0 ; then we have for any τ
On expanding in Taylor series, one gets 8 Classical equations of the motion for a rigid particle or for a rigid n-dimensional worldsheet, either in flat or curved background spacetimes, have been derived from Lagrangians containing also terms dependent on higher derivatives of the 4-velocity ("torsion"-terms, etc.,). In ref. 21 the equations of motion are reformulated in terms of the principal wordline curvatures which result to be motion integrals, namely mass and spin.
As it occurs in NNM, in the mentioned approaches the total velocity squared is in general a function of mass and spin as well.
from which Eq. (28) follows. Let us find the explicit expression of the spin vector in the chronon theory, choosing for convenience the center-of-mass (where p = 0) as the reference frame. By inserting Eq. (27) with p = 0 into equation
[which is nothing but Eq. (15) for N → ∞], after some algebra one obtains
with
where the dimensionless coefficients k n are defined as follows:
By exploiting the explicit expression of k n , we have
Differentiating side-by-side the above equation, we obtain
which, after multiplication of both its sides by x, yields for x = m ∈ N + :
The property
holds also for any positive integer m. Indeed, this relation can be obtained by putting x equal to m ∈ N + into the equation
Taking into account Eq. (33), the spin vector can be eventually written as follows:
We can proceed quite analogously in order to get the Hamiltonian in the chronon theory, in a generic reference-frame. By exploiting Eq. (20) , with N → ∞, 
Taking into account Eqs. (33) and (34), we finally have:
where, besides the ordinary "external" drift term p 2 2M , it appears an "internal" term, which seem to constitute a signature of the actual "non-newtonian nature" of the chronon theory.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have analytically derived the spin vector and the Hamiltonian for a non-quantum theory employing a discretized time: the chronon theory. We have shown that such an approach is nothing but a particular case of NNM ("non-newtonian mechanics"), a classical theory where the motion of the spinning, extended-like particles is described in terms of an infinite set of time derivatives: the spin arises just from this underlying non-local structure. In spite of the classical character of the chronon theory, we have obtained an explicit kinematical formulation of the intrinsic angular momentum (usually considered a pure quantum quantity), through a sum over all harmonic modes of the solution to the motion equation.
The present approach to particle dynamics appears as an alternative to the better known string model, for taking account of the internal degrees of freedom which generate the rich variety of the observed particles. As a matter of fact, also the general solution to the string motion equation consists of a sum over all harmonic modes; further, in ref. 17 , one of us has shown that even bosonic strings obey the motion equation of the chronon theory, Eq. (28). In a sense, the chronon theory (in particular, Caldirola's) might be considered as having anticipated, 50 years ago already, the string concept of our days. In a forthcoming paper, we shall try to study more deeply the quantized version (12) Caldirola's theory, in order to obtain the allowed spin states and a mass spectrum. 9 
